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Developed Shapes



About this course



Student Notes:



Objectives of the course Upon completion of this course you will be able to: - Generate unfolded ruled surface - Develop wires and points onto a revolution surface



Targeted audience Surface Designers



Prerequisites
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Students attending this course should have knowledge of CATIA V5 Fundamentals and Generative Shape Design
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



Table of Contents User Interface About User Interface



Unfolded Surfaces What is Unfolded Surfaces Tool Unfolded Surfaces: Concept Definition Unfolded Surfaces Functionalities What is Transfer Surfaces Tool



Develop Wires What is Develop Wires Tool Develop Wires: Concept Definition Develop Wires Functionalities



Ruled Developable Surfaces
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What is Ruled Developable Surfaces Tool Ruled Developable Surfaces: Concept Definition Ruled Developable Surfaces Functionalities
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Developed Shapes



User Interface



Student Notes:
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You will become familiar with the user interface of Developed Shapes tools.
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



About User Interface Developed Shapes toolbar allows you to choose Develop Wires or Unfolded Surfaces functionalities. Unfolded Shapes permits to unfold a ruled surface.



To map any wireframe feature (point, line, curve) from a folded surface to an unfolded surface and vice-versa once the unfold computation has been performed and providing you have selected All as the surface type.
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Develop Wires permits to develop wires onto a revolution surface with respect to the surface curvature.



Generate a ruled developable surface with the blend command.
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Enables the blend surface to start after and stop before the wire extremities.
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Unfolded Surfaces



Student Notes:
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You will become familiar with the unfolded surfaces concepts and functionalities.
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Developed Shapes



What is Unfolded Surfaces Tool



Student Notes:



This tool allows you to generate unfolded ruled surfaces. The surface you want to unfold must be ruled of degree 1*n. It means that this surface was created by sweeping a linear profile (of degree 1) along a guide of degree n.
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Restrictions: Surfaces must have a null Gaussian curvature. The origin and the direction of the surface to unfold must not be on a tearing edge.
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



Unfolded Surfaces: Concept Definition Ruled surface with a hole



Unfolded surface



Ruled surface with a hole Wireframe to be unfolded with the surface.
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Curve to tear the surface
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Unfolded surface with transferred element
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Unfolded Surfaces Functionalities (1/3)



Student Notes:



When you click on Unfold icon the following window appears: Choose the face you want to unfold



Select the reference origin and the direction to guide the unfolded surface Select the plane, origin and direction for the unfolded surface and direction
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Select the surface type to be unfolded Click to display the unfolded surface. The Flattened Surface Length Distortion displays the maximum and minimum percentages of length distortion. A positive distortion means that the flattened surface is stretched, while a negative distortion means it is shrunk. Click to display the candidate curves or edges to tear in the 3D area
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This button is only available with the ‘All’ surface type. It is grayed out at edition: to access it, you first need to modify an input and click Preview.
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Unfolded Surfaces Functionalities (2/3)



Student Notes:



Choose the curves to tear the surface
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Choose the wireframe to be folded or unfolded with the selected face
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



Unfolded Surfaces Functionalities (3/3) Since R14 the Transfer tab allows to transform points and curves lying on the surfaces to unfold (Unfold). The transfer of elements is bi-directional once the unfolded surface is created (Fold).



Select the points or curves on the surface to unfold Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Type of transformation:
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Unfold: If you selected elements on the surface to unfold. Fold: If you created and selected wireframe elements on the surface t be unfolded. Warning: you cannot fold an element related associatively to the unfolded support.
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What is Transfer Surfaces Tool



Student Notes:



This tool allows to map any wireframe feature from a folded surface to an unfolded surface and vice-versa. If you select ‘Surface to unfold’, the ‘Unfolded surface’ automatically gets selected.
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Restriction: The unfold computation must be performed by selecting ‘All’ as the surface type. The curves to transfer can be non-connex and multi-domain but cannot be non-manifold.
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Develop Wires



Student Notes:
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You will become familiar with the develop wires concepts and functionalities.
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



What is Develop Wires Tool This tool allows you to develop wires and points onto a revolution surface. The wire can be any curve or sketch provided it hasn' t several edges crossing each one. For example, the wire can be an I, U, L shape but not a T, H or Y one for example. The example used to explain the develop wires principles is a wire on a cylinder that will be developed on a spherical surface. Develop-Develop function:



p' 2nd coordinate 1



p



2



1st coordinate
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p''
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1 2



The first coordinate is converted in a curvilinear abscissa (p becomes p' ) The second coordinate is converted in a curvilinear abscissa (p'becomes p' ' )
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Develop Wires: Concept Definition (1/2) Develop-Project:



p'



p''



p
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3 p' ' ' 1st coordinate
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1 2nd coordinate



1



The first coordinate is converted in a curvilinear abscissa (p becomes p' ).



2



The second coordinate is converted in a curvilinear abscissa on a virtual cylinder passing through p'(p'becomes p' ' ).



3



The last point (p' ' ) is projected normally on the surface you need the developed wire.
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Develop Wires: Concept Definition (2/2) Develop-Develop Inverted:



2nd coordinate 1 2



p p''



1st



p'



coordinate



The second coordinate is converted in a curvilinear abscissa (p becomes p' ).



2



The first coordinate is converted in a curvilinear abscissa (p'becomes p' ' ).
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



Develop Wires Functionalities (1/4) When you click on Develop icon the window above appears:



Choose your 2D profile you want to develop on a cylinder



Select the cylinder where the development will be done Choose the development method



Apply a radial deformation ratio on the result (Cf slide 16) Apply an angular deviation on the result (Cf. slide 16) Apply a ratio along y axis (Cf. slide 16)
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Select to have more parameters options to position the result
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Develop Wires Functionalities (2/4)



Student Notes:
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Develop wire result
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



Develop Wires Functionalities (3/4)
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Original development
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Radiantness



Inclination
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Develop Wires Functionalities (4/4)



Student Notes:
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Original development
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Intermediate radius
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Ruled Developable Surfaces



Student Notes:
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You will become familiar with the Ruled Developable Surfaces concepts and functionalities.
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Developed Shapes



What is Ruled Developable Surfaces Tool



Student Notes:



It provides the user with the capability to force the blend operator to generate a ruled developable surface with the blend command. It enables the blend surface to start after and stop before the wire extremities in order to respect the constraint of developability. The resulting surface can then be directly processed in order to unfold it without distortion.
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Restrictions: This new option of blend command is available only with DL1 product.
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Ruled Developable Surfaces: Concept Definition Surfaces for blend



Student Notes:



Curves selection in blend command
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Different results at the extremities.
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Ruled Developable Surfaces Functionalities



Student Notes:



When you click on Blend icon the following window appears: Select the curves to blend



Select the Developable tab



Check the button ‘Create a ruled developable surface’
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Choose the options
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Developed Shapes Student Notes:



To Sum Up In this course you have seen: The develop wires concept and functionalities The unfolded surfaces concept and functionalities



CONGRATULATIONS !
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You have completed the training on Developed Shapes functionality.
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